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a b s t r a c t 

Threat learning elicits robust changes across multiple affective domains, including changes in autonomic indices 
and subjective reports of fear and anxiety. It has been argued that the underlying causes of such changes may be 
dissociable at a neural level, but there is currently limited evidence to support this notion. To address this, we ex- 
amined the neural mediators of trial-by-trial skin conductance responses (SCR), and subjective reports of anxious 
arousal and valence in participants ( n = 27; 17 females) performing a threat reversal task during ultra-high field 
functional magnetic resonance imaging. This allowed us to identify brain mediators during initial threat learning 
and subsequent threat reversal. Significant neural mediators of anxious arousal during threat learning included 
the dorsal anterior cingulate, anterior insula cortex (AIC), and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), subcorti- 
cal regions including the amygdala, ventral striatum, caudate and putamen, and brain-stem regions including the 
pons and midbrain. By comparison, autonomic changes (SCR) were mediated by a subset of regions embedded 
within this broader circuitry that included the caudate, putamen and thalamus, and two distinct clusters within 
the vmPFC. The neural mediators of subjective negative valence showed prominent effects in posterior cortical 
regions and, with the exception of the AIC, did not overlap with threat learning task effects. During threat re- 
versal, positive mediators of both subjective anxious arousal and valence mapped to the default mode network; 
this included the vmPFC, posterior cingulate, temporoparietal junction, and angular gyrus. Decreased SCR during 
threat reversal was positively mediated by regions including the mid cingulate, AIC, two sub-regions of vmPFC, 
the thalamus, and the hippocampus. Our findings add novel evidence to support distinct underlying neural pro- 
cesses facilitating autonomic and subjective responding during threat learning and threat reversal. The results 
suggest that the brain systems engaged in threat learning mostly capture the subjective (anxious arousal) nature 
of the learning process, and that appropriate responding during threat reversal is facilitated by participants en- 
gaging self- and valence-based processes. Autonomic changes (SCR) appear to involve distinct facilitatory and 
regulatory contributions of vmPFC sub-regions. 
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. Introduction 

Threat learning, also known as ‘fear conditioning’, elicits robust
hanges across multiple affective domains, from sympathetic autonomic
esponses to subjective reports of fear and anxiety ( Lonsdorf et al.,
017 ). Whether these changes are coordinated by distinct or overlap-
ing neural systems remains an important unanswered question. Re-
ent work has favoured the notion that different neural mechanisms un-
erlie different physiological and experiential channels ( Barrett, 2017 ;
orgomaneri et al., 2020 ; Eisenbarth et al., 2016 ; LeDoux and
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ine, 2016 ; Taschereau-Dumouchel et al., 2019 ), consistent with ob-
ervations that autonomic and subjective changes evoked during threat
earning are generally poorly correlated ( Hodgson and Rachman, 1974 ;
eDoux and Brown, 2017 ). Other studies, by comparison, have re-
orted common neural correlates of autonomic and subjective changes,
articularly amongst brain regions linked to higher level autonomic-
nteroceptive processes, such as the dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC) and
nterior insula cortex (AIC; Fullana et al., 2016 ; Harrison et al., 2015 ;
night et al., 2005 ; Linnman et al., 2012 ; Marin et al., 2020 ; Milad et al.,
007 ; Phelps et al., 2001 ; Savage et al., 2020a , 2020 b ; Schiller and Del-
.edu.au (B.J. Harrison). 
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ado, 2010 ). Addressing this question ultimately promises to advance
ur understanding of the brain’s extended threat learning circuitry - a
opic of major importance across basic and clinical neuroscience. 

In a noteworthy recent study, Taschereau-
umouchel et al. (2019) compared brain activity pattern classifiers
f skin conductance responses (SCR) and subjectively reported fear to
hreatening animal images. In the autonomic domain, increased amyg-
ala, insula and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC; ∼BA11m)
ctivity emerged as a specific classifier of evoked SCR. This finding
s broadly consistent with studies linking amygdala and insula reac-
ivity to increased SCR during threat learning ( Linnman et al., 2012 ;
helps et al., 2001 ; Savage et al., 2020a ), but challenges other studies
hat have reported vmPFC activity to be anti-correlated with SCR
 Nagai et al., 2004 ; Schiller et al., 2008 ). In the subjective domain,
aschereau-Dumouchel et al. (2019) reported that fear ratings were
est classified by a pattern of distributed cortical activity, including
he dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. These results are
onsistent with prior studies of negative affect ( Chang et al., 2015 ;
unningham et al., 2004 ; Kim and Hamann, 2007 ; Lewis et al., 2007 )
nd also specific threat learning studies which have linked dorsomedial
rontal activity to subjective fear and anxiety ( Alvarez et al., 2015 ;
arrison et al., 2015 ; Savage et al., 2020a ). In Harrison et al. (2015) ,

or example, cingulo-frontal cortex activity was specifically linked to
he appraisal and experience of bodily anxiety sensations during threat
earning, supporting its hypothesized role in the cognitive processing
f autonomic-interoceptive signals. 

In this study, we set out to further investigate the neural basis of
hreat-learning evoked autonomic and subjective changes. To do so, we
ombined a Pavlovian threat learning and reversal task ( Savage et al.,
020a ) with ultra-high field functional magnetic resonance imaging
UHF fMRI; 7 Tesla) and whole-brain ‘multi-level mediation’ modelling
 Koban et al., 2019 ; Wager et al., 2009 ). This analysis enabled us to
haracterize, on a voxel-wise basis, brain regions engaged during the
ask that also satisfied criteria for mediators in a standard three vari-
ble path-modelling framework. It was our strong expectation that the
nhanced sensitivity of UHF fMRI would deliver appropriate statisti-
al power to characterize neural mediators of corresponding changes
n SCR, anxious arousal and valence with high anatomical specificity
 Cai et al., 2021 ; Morris et al., 2019 ; Tak et al., 2018 ). Using this task,
e were able to additionally examine these relationships across a sec-
nd learning process, threat reversal. Threat reversal requires partici-
ants to inhibit threat responses when the former threat now signals
afety. This has previously been shown to be facilitated via safety sig-
al processing ( Savage et al., 2020a ). Our general hypothesis was that
esponses in both subjective and autonomic domains would be char-
cterised by common neural mediators across cingulo-frontal, insular
nd subcortical-brainstem regions commonly ascribed to the brain’s ex-
ended threat learning circuit. We expected that changes in subjective
omains (both anxious arousal and valence) would engage additional
ortical mediators linked to subjective appraisal and regulatory mecha-
isms. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Forty participants were recruited to the study. All participants met
he following eligibility criteria: (i) they were aged between 18 and 25
ears; (ii) had no current or past diagnosis of mental illness (iii) were
ompetent English speakers, (iv) were not taking any psychoactive med-
cation, and (v) had no contraindications to MRI, including pregnancy.
ll participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided
ritten informed consent, following a complete description of the study
rotocol, which was approved by The University of Melbourne Human
esearch Ethics Committee. Of the initial sample, 7 participants did not
omplete scanning (3 participants due to equipment failure; 2 due to
2 
achine stoppage; 2 participants aborted the scan), and a further 6 par-
icipants were excluded due to excessive head motion (see Image pre-
rocessing). The final sample consisted of 27 participants (17 female)
ith a mean age of 21.93 years ( ± 2.28 years). 

.2. Materials and procedures 

.2.1. Experimental design 

Participants completed a differential threat reversal learning task as
reviously reported ( Savage et al., 2020a , 2020 b ). For consistency, we
argely reproduce the same task description here. Briefly, a blue and
 yellow sphere, presented for 2 s against a black background, were
sed as the conditioned threat (CS + ) and safety stimuli (CS-). The un-
onditioned stimulus (US) was an aversive auditory (white noise) burst
50 ms) presented at ∼90 dB. The task had 3 phases: baseline, threat

earning ( i.e. , conditioning) and threat reversal . The phases were acquired
n a single experimental run. During baseline , each coloured sphere was
resented 5 times and the US did not occur. 

During threat learning , the US co-terminated with one of the CS (form-
ng a CS + ) and not with the other (forming a CS-). The colour of the CS +
as counterbalanced across subjects and the CS-US pairing occurred one

hird of the time, enabling the classification of CS + unpaired trials and
he subsequent analysis of CS + responses without US confounding. Dur-
ng reversal , the pairing of the US and CS was switched (un-signalled),
uch that the conditioning phase CS + became the ‘new CS-’, and the
onditioning phase CS- became the ‘new CS + ’ (with US pairing). 10 pre-
entations of the CS + unpaired, 5 of the CS + paired (33% reinforcement
ate) and 10 presentations of the CS- occurred during both threat learning

nd threat reversal with no more than two consecutive trials of the same
timuli. The first reinforced CS + during threat learning was the second
S + presentation, and upon reversal the first presentation of the new
S + was reinforced. Across all phases, the inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
etween CS trials was 12 s during which a white visual fixation cross
as presented. 

At the conclusion of each phase, and as a natural progression of
he task, participants were asked to rate each CS on five point Likert
cales (Self-Assessment Manikins, SAM; Bradley and Lang, 1994 ) of af-
ective valence and anxious arousal. To measure valence, participants
esponded to the question: “How unpleasant/pleasant did you find the
blue or yellow] sphere? ”, with responses ranging from 1 = ‘very unpleas-
nt’ to 5 = ‘very pleasant’. For anxious arousal, participants responded to
he question: “How anxious did the [blue or yellow] sphere make you
eel? ”, with responses ranging from 1 = ‘not anxious’ to 5 = ‘very anxious’.
ubjective ratings were unavailable for one participant. At the conclu-
ion of the task, participants were asked to rate how unpleasant they
ound the noise stimulus on a scale from 1 to 10; 1 = ‘not unpleasant’ to
10 = very unpleasant’ (mean rating 7.65 ± 1.76; range 1–10; unavail-
ble for one participant). Participants were then asked the following
ultiple-choice questions to evaluate contingency awareness: “In part

2 or 3], did the noise stimulus usually occur in association with: (a)
he blue sphere, (b) the yellow sphere, (c) randomly, or (d) you don’t
now? 21/27 participants were aware of the contingency change, and
ontingency awareness was unavailable for five participants. 

The task was programmed in Presentation (Neurobehavioral Sys-
ems, Inc.) and was presented on a 32 ″ LCD BOLD screen (Cambridge
esearch Systems) visible via a reverse mirror mounted to the partici-
ants’ head coil. Noise bursts (US) were delivered via Sensimetrics In-
ert Earphones (S15 model, Sensimetrics Corp.), which also provided
assive noise cancellation ( ∼30 dB). Participants’ responses were regis-
ered with a 2-button LS-PAIR Lumina response pad (Cedrus Corpora-
ion, USA), which they were familiarized with prior to scanning. 

.2.2. Task training 

Prior to entering the scanner, participants were given brief instruc-
ions on the format and goals of the task. They were informed there were
hree parts to the task, referred to as ‘Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 ′ . They
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a standard three variable path-modelling framework. 
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ere told that during the task they would see blue and yellow spheres
resented in different orders, and that during Part 1 ( baseline ) no noise
timuli would occur. For Parts 2 and 3 ( threat learning and threat rever-

al) , they were told that their job was to try to understand the relation-
hip between the spheres and the noise stimulus. During training, they
ere exposed to one instance of the noise stimulus to mitigate novelty

ffects. They were also instructed on how to complete the SAM ratings
f anxious arousal and valence when in the scanner. Immediately prior
o commencing the scan, participants were reminded of the general task
nstructions. 

.2.3. Subjective ratings 

Subjective ratings were collected as above (see Experimental design).
aired t-tests were performed to identify whether significant differen-
ial learning had occurred within and across experimental phases ( threat

earning : CS + vs . CS-; threat reversal : new CS- vs . CS + ; performed in SPSS
.24). 

.2.4. Psychophysiology 

sychophysiology collection. SCR were recorded using MRI-compatible
nger electrodes (silver/silver chloride) fitted with conductance gel to
he distal phalanges of the index and middle finger of participants’ non-
ominant hand. Fingers were cleaned using alcohol wipes prior to the
ttachment of electrodes and participants were instructed to keep their
and as still as possible for the duration of the scan to decrease con-
amination of the trace by motion. The signal was amplified and sam-
led at 1000 Hz using PowerLab v8.0 (ADInstruments, Dunedin, NZ)
nd recording was scanner-triggered concurrently with the task presen-
ation. 

sychophysiology pre-processing and data quality check. Taking a conser-
ative approach to individual data screening and noise filtering, we ap-
lied a median filter (3 consecutive data points) and a bidirectional But-
erworth filter (1.5 Hz low pass; 0.5 Hz high pass) to the raw SCR trace.
he data was subsequently down-sampled to 10 Hz and visualised to
heck for evidence of responding during the threat learning phase of the
ask. An in-house MATLAB script confirmed participants were ‘respon-
ers’ by checking that the average peak value within a 12 s period after
he onset of the reinforced-CS + stimulus during the threat learning phase
as at least 0.02 𝜇S. No participants were excluded as a result of these

riteria, although two participants were missing SCR data. Participants’
 n = 25) filtered time-series were imported to the Psycho-Physiological
odelling toolbox (PsPM; Bach and Friston, 2013 ) for further analysis

un in MATLAB R 2017b (The MathWorks Inc.). 

sychophysiology analysis. Trial onsets for each condition ( baseline CS + ,
aseline CS-, CS + , CS + paired, CS-, new CS + , new CS + paired, new CS-
 were specified and convolved with a canonical skin conductance re-
ponse function ( Bach et al., 2009 , 2013 ). Participants’ absolute mod-
lled peak amplitude SCR (μS) per condition were exported to SPSS
v.24) where paired t-tests were performed as for subjective ratings. To
acilitate our mediation analyses of trial-by-trial SCR (see below), a sep-
rate GLM model was created. The onset of each trial of interest (CS + ,
S-, new CS + , new CS-) was specified separately (total of 40 trials spec-

fied) and convolved as above. Absolute modelled peak amplitude SCR
μS) per trial were estimated for each participant. 

.2.5. fMRI acquisition and preprocessing 

mage acquisition. Imaging was performed on a 7T research scanner
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 32-channel
ead-coil (Nova Medical Inc., Wilmington MA, USA). The functional se-
uence consisted of a multi-band (6 times) and grappa (2 times) acceler-
ted GE-EPI sequence in the steady state (repetition time = 800 ms; echo
ime = 22.2 ms; and pulse/flip angle = 45°) in a 20.8 cm field-of-view,
ith a 130 × 130-pixel matrix and a slice thickness of 1.6 mm (no gap)
 Setsompop et al., 2012 ). Eighty-four interleaved slices were acquired
3 
arallel to the anterior–posterior commissure line. The total sequence
ime was 16 min and 10 s, corresponding to 1202 whole-brain EPI
olumes. A T1-weighted high-resolution anatomical image (MP2RAGE;
arques et al., 2010 ) was acquired for each participant to assist with

unctional time series coregistration (224 contiguous sagittal slices; rep-
tition time = 5 s, echo time = 3.06 ms, inversion times = 700/2700 ms,
ulse/flip angle = 13°; in a 24 cm field of view, with a 256 × 256–pixel
atrix and a slice thickness of 0.73 mm). To assist with head immo-

ility, foam-padding inserts were placed either side of the participants’
ead. Respiration was recorded at 50 Hz using a Siemens (Bluetooth)
ompatible piezoelectric respiration belt applied above the diaphragm,
o be later used for physiological noise correction. 

mage preprocessing. Imaging data was transferred to a Unix-based plat-
orm that ran MATLAB R 2017b (The MathWorks Inc.) and Statistical
arametric Mapping (SPM) Version 12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neu-
oimaging). Motion correction was performed by aligning each partic-
pant’s time series to the first image using least-squares minimization
nd a six-parameter rigid-body spatial transformation. The SPM motion
ngerprint toolbox ( Wilke, 2012 ) was then used to quantify scan-to-
can head motion on the basis of the SPM motion parameters. Par-
icipants were excluded if movement exceeded ∼1.6 mm ( ∼1 native
oxel) total displacement. These realigned functional images were co-
egistered to each participant’s respective T1 anatomical scans, which
ere segmented and spatially normalized to the International Consor-

ium for Brain Mapping template using the unified segmentation ap-
roach. The functional images were smoothed with a 3.2-mm full-width-
t-half-maximum (FWHM) gaussian filter. Physiological noise correc-
ion (respiration) was performed utilizing model based retrospective im-
ge correction (RETROICOR; Glover et al., 2000 ) in the SPM compatible
hysIO toolbox ( Kasper et al., 2017 ). 

MRI analysis: whole-brain multi-level mediation analyses. The M3 Medi-
tion toolbox ( https://github.com/canlab/MediationToolbox ) was used
o perform whole-brain multi-level mediation analyses ( Koban et al.,
019 ; Wager et al., 2009 ). This approach allowed us to identify, on a
oxel-wise basis, brain regions engaged during the task phases (threat
earning [CS + > CS-] or threat reversal [new CS- > CS + ]) that also sat-
sfied criteria for mediators in a standard three variable path-modelling
ramework ( Fig. 1 ). Unlike parametric correlations, which illustrate the
xtent to which two variables are linearly related, mediation models
ssess whether a mediating variable influences the relationship between
wo variables, supporting inferences of causality. In the case of our
tudy, for example, we see that presentation of the CS + (the indepen-
ent variable) is associated with high ratings of anxious arousal (the
ependant/outcome variable; Path c ). The mediation model therefore
ests whether brain regional activity (e.g., vmPFC activity) explains this
elationship ( Path a ∗ b ); by regressing the dependant variable on both
he mediator and the independent variable we can determine whether
he strength of the relationship between the CS + and the ratings of
nxious arousal is reduced ( Path c’ is the effect when we control for Path

 

∗ b ; MacKinnon et al., 2000 ). The multi-level mediation estimates each
ath ( Path a, Path b and Path a ∗ b ) within each subject, before testing
he significance of the path coefficients across participants, using

https://github.com/canlab/MediationToolbox
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ootstrapping, where between-subject effects are treated as a random
ffect ( Wager et al., 2009 ). Performing this mediation analysis at the
hole-brain level and across participants, generates a map of all voxels

hat meet this criterion, supporting inferences of their causal role in
enerating/regulating the magnitude of the outcome variable ( Path a ∗ b ).

In our models, Path a signified the relationship between task
hase (X) and brain response (M). Path b signified the relationship
etween brain response (M) and evoked change in SCR or subjective
nxious arousal or valence (Y), controlling for X. Path a ∗ b signified the
ormal test of mediation, that is, whether the direct X–Y relationships
ere significantly reduced by including M in the path model. We
erformed six mediation analyses to identify neural mediators of
ubjective changes (anxious arousal and valence) and SCR during
hreat learning (models 1–3); and similarly, during threat reversal
models 4–6). For schematics of mediation models 1–6, see Supple-
entary Fig. 1. Regional path effects from these analyses are reported

s significant if surviving FDR corrected q < 0.05 threshold ( k = 5),
hich controlled for all component tests ( Path a, Path b, and Path a ∗ b )
ithin a single mediation model, including first-level and second-level

mages. Statistical significance was computed via a bootstrap test
10,000 permutations), as described in Wager et al. (2008). Anatomical
abelling was referenced against the CANlab_2018_combined atlas
 https://sites.google.com/dartmouth.edu/canlab-brainpatterns/brain- 
tlases-and-parcellations/2018-combined-atlas ). 

Subjective ratings mediation models. The initial variable (X) in these
ath models was the effects code for threat learning ([CS + , CS-, new
S + , new CS-] coded 1, − 1, 0 and 0 respectively) or threat reversal
[CS + , CS-, new CS + , new CS-] coded − 1, 0, 0 and 1 respectively). The
utcome variable (Y) was participants’ anxious arousal or valence rat-
ngs of each CS. Overall (CS + , CS-, new CS + , new CS, trial-averaged)
ontrast images were included as the mediating variable (M). To gener-
te these images, each participant’s preprocessed fMRI time-series was
nitially included in a first-level general linear model (GLM) analysis in
PM12, which specified the onsets of each CS event-type in each task
hase to be convolved with canonical hemodynamic response function.
he period of time when participants were making the subjective rat-

ngs was not included in the modelling of brain responses. The fixation-
ross ISI periods throughout whole task served as the implicit baseline. A
igh-pass filter (1/128 s) accounted for low-frequency noise, while tem-
oral autocorrelations were estimated using a first-order autoregressive
odel. The subjective rating mediation models therefore allowed us to

dentify brain regions whose activity explained threat-evoked increases
n subjective anxious arousal and negative valence during threat learn-
ng, while the threat reversal models slowed us to identify brain regions
hose activity explained safety-evoked decreases in anxious arousal and

ncreases in positive valence. 
SCR mediation models. The initial variable (X) in these path models

as the trial-by-trial effects code for threat learning ([CS + > CS-] coded
 and − 1 respectively) or threat reversal ([new CS- > CS + ] coded 1
nd − 1 respectively). The outcome variable (Y) was participants’ corre-
ponding series of single trial SCR amplitudes. Primary contrast images
ere estimated for each CS trial of interest (10 trials per CS + , CS-, new
S + , new CS-) and trial-by-trial contrast images were included as the
ediating variable (M). The SCR mediation model for threat learning

llowed us to identify brain regions whose activity explained threat-
voked increases in SCR, while the threat reversal model allowed us to
dentify brain regions whose activity explained safety-evoked decreases
n SCR (SCR to the ‘new CS –’ being smaller in threat reversal as com-
ared to the CS + during threat learning; see below). 

. Results 

.1. Threat learning 

Participants demonstrated significant differential subjective and SCR
esponses during threat learning , consistent with expectations. Specifi-
4 
ally, they demonstrated higher ratings of anxious arousal (t 25 = 4.59,
 < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.1, paired t -test), more negative valence ratings
t 25 = − 8.94, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 2.4, paired t -test) and larger mean
CR amplitudes (t 24 = 3.44, p = 0.002, Cohen’s d = 0.6, paired t -test)
o the CS + compared to the CS-. Importantly for our planned mediation
nalyses, these results confirmed the existence of a direct relationship
etween the task stimuli and outcome measures (direct X–Y relation-
hip), allowing us to search for their neural mediators. 

.1.1. Task modulation of brain activity (Path a, X–M; see Table 1 ) 

Positive Path a effects, representing greater activation to the CS +
s. CS- were broadly replicative of prior threat learning studies
 Fullana et al., 2016 ), strongly implicating prominent involvement of
idline cingulo-frontal cortex (incl. dACC, pre-supplementary motor

rea (pre-SMA), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (PFC)) and bilateral AIC.
ignificant Path a effects also encompassed several subcortical areas
ncluding the central amygdala, subregions of the caudate nucleus,
utamen, thalamus and hippocampus, as well as regions of the brain
tem, including the superior colliculus, red nucleus and periaqueduc-
al grey (PAG), and the cerebellum. Negative Path a effects, represent-
ng greater activation to the CS- vs. CS + , included distinct clusters
cross the vmPFC, as well as the bilateral lateral orbitofrontal cortex
OFC; ∼BA8/9), posterior cingulate cortex extending to precuneus, tem-
oroparietal junction, bilateral angular gyrus, and lateral visual associ-
tion areas. These findings also broadly replicate prior threat learning
tudies comparing differential safety and threat signals ( Fullana et al.,
016 ; Harrison et al., 2017 ; Savage et al., 2020a ). Results from Path

 , which were mostly equivalent across all threat learning models are
llustrated for the anxious arousal model ( Fig. 2 a). 

.1.2. Brain mediators of subjective responses and SCR during threat 

earning (Path a ∗ b; X-M-Y; see Table 1 ) 

Anxious arousal : The relationship between threat learning and sub-
ective ratings of anxious arousal was positively mediated by many re-
ions activated during threat learning; most strongly by the cingulo-
rontal cortex (incl. dACC, pre-SMA, dorsomedial PFC), but also to a
esser extent by the bilateral AIC, several subcortical regions includ-
ng subregions of the caudate, putamen, ventral striatum, hippocam-
us and thalamus, as well as multiple regions of the brainstem (red nu-
leus, subregions of the PAG, the superior and inferior colliculus) and
he cerebellum ( Fig. 2 b). Some of the strongest positive mediation ef-
ects, were observed in regions that were deactivated by the task. These
ncluded the anterior vmPFC ( ∼BA10/11) extending to the right lateral
FC ( ∼BA8/9), the posterior cingulate extending into the precuneus,

he temporoparietal junction, fusiform gyrus, and angular gyrus. There
as one small cluster identified within the left visual association area

hat showed a negative mediation effect. 
Valence: The relationship between threat learning and subjective

atings of negative valence was most strongly positively mediated by the
rimary visual cortex and visual association areas, and less so by sub-
egions of the cerebellum, caudate and putamen ( Fig. 2 c). Conversely,
egative mediation effects were found in the right AIC, which was acti-
ated during threat learning, and the left lateral OFC ( ∼BA8), right su-
erior temporal gyrus, the angular gyrus, and superior precuneus, which
ere deactivated during threat learning. 

SCR: The relationship between threat learning and SCR was posi-
ively mediated by a small cluster of the pre-SMA, and the subregions
f the caudate, putamen, thalamus, and cerebellum; regions activated
uring threat learning ( Fig. 2 d). One of the strongest positive media-
ors was located within a vmPFC sub-region with a distinct ventral focus
 ∼BA11), which was deactivated during threat learning. Additional pos-
tive mediation effects were observed in the right lateral OFC ( ∼BA11)
nd the right primary visual cortex. Conversely, the sub-genual ACC
 ∼BA25), the tip of the dorsal temporal pole, bilateral temporoparietal

https://sites.google.com/dartmouth.edu/canlab-brainpatterns/brain-atlases-and-parcellations/2018-combined-atlas
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Table 1 

Threat learning and neural mediators of subjective and autonomic responses. 

A note on interpretation: Interpreting the mediation effects, 
depends on which of the 4 relationship types we observe: 
(i) positive to threat, positive to outcome measure, 
(ii) negative to threat, negative to outcome measure, 
(iii) positive to threat, negative to outcome measure, 
(iv) negative to threat, positive to outcome measure. 
Relationship (i) is the common positive mediator effect. 
Relationship (ii) represents a negative mediator, whereby greater 
deactivation to the threat cue mediates higher anxious arousal 
ratings, greater SCR amplitude, or more negative valence ratings. 
Relationships (iii) and (iv) can be called suppressor effects 
( MacKinnon et al., 2000 ). In relationship (iv), for example, 
greater deactivation to threat, decreases ratings of anxious 
arousal, SCR amplitude, or increases ratings of positive valence. 

Task modulation of brain activity (Path a, X-M) 

Positive (CS + > CS-) 
• midline cingulo-frontal cortex (incl. dACC, pre-SMA) 
• dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (PFC) 
• bilateral AIC 
• central amygdala (medial sector) 
• anterior caudate nucleus 
• posterior putamen 
• ventrolateral and lateral posterior thalamus 
• hippocampus (CA1, 2) 
• superior colliculus 
• red nucleus 
• PAG 
• the cerebellum (sixth and eighth lobes and vermis). 

Negative (CS- > CS + ) 
• distinct clusters across the vmPFC 
• bilateral lateral OFC ( ∼BA8/9) 
• posterior cingulate cortex extending to precuneus 
• temporoparietal junction 
• bilateral angular gyrus 
• lateral visual association areas 

Brain mediators of subjective responses and SCR during threat learning (Path a ∗ b; X-M-Y) 

Task positive Task negative 
Outcome variables 

Positive Mediators (i) Negative Mediators (iii) Positive Mediators (iv) Negative Mediators (ii) 
Anxious arousal CS+ 

Mean rating ± SD: 
2.81 ± 1.2 
Range: 1–5 
CS–
Mean rating ± SD: 
1.46 ± 0.9 
Range: 1–5 

t 25 = 4.59 p < 0.001 
Cohen’s d = 1.1 

cingulo-frontal cortex (incl. 
dACC, pre- SMA, 
dorsomedial PFC); bilateral 
AIC; anterior and posterior 
caudate; posterior 
putamen; ventral striatum; 
hippocampus (CA1, CA2); 
mediodorsal, intralaminar 
and pulvinar thalamus; red 
nucleus; dorsomedial and 
dorsolateral PAG; superior 
and inferior colliculus; 
cerebellum (sixth, seventh 
and eighth lobes). 

anterior vmPFC 
( ∼BA10/11) extending 
to the right lateral OFC 
( ∼BA8/9); 
temporoparietal 
junction; fusiform gyrus; 
angular gyrus. 

left visual association 
area. 

Valence CS + 
Mean rating ± SD: 
1.65 ± 0.9 
Range: 1–5 
CS–
Mean rating ± SD: 
4.04 ± 1.1 
Range: 2–5 

t 25 = − 8.94 p < 
0.001 Cohen’s 
d = 2.4 

posterior caudate; anterior 
and posterior putamen; 
cerebellum (sixth, seventh 
and eighth lobes). 

right AIC. primary visual cortex; 
visual association areas. 

left lateral OFC ( ∼BA8); 
right superior temporal 
gyrus; angular gyrus; 
superior precuneus. 

SCR CS + 
Mean response ± SD: 
0.14 𝜇S ± 0.1 
Range: 0.02–0.48 𝜇S 

CS- 
Mean response ± SD: 
0.09 𝜇S ± 0.06 
Range: 0.02–0.25 𝜇S 

t 24 = 3.44 p = 0.002 
Cohen’s d = 0.6 

small cluster of the 
pre-SMA; anterior and 
posterior caudate; 
posterior putamen; 
ventrolateral thalamus; 
cerebellum (sixth, seventh 
and eighth lobes). 

vmPFC sub-region with a 
distinct ventral focus 
( ∼BA11); the right 
lateral OFC ( ∼BA11); 
right primary visual 
cortex. 

sub-genual ACC 
( ∼BA25); tip of the 
dorsal temporal pole; 
bilateral temporoparietal 
junction; supramarginal 
gyrus; precuneus; right 
visual association area. 

AIC, anterior insular cortex; BA, Brodmann’s area; CA, cornu ammonis; CS + , conditioned threat cue; CS-, conditioned safety cue; d, Cohen’s d for paired t -test; 
dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PAG, periaqueductal grey; PFC, prefrontal cortex; pre-SMA, pre-Supplementary Motor Area; SCR, 
skin conductance response; S.D, standard deviation; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; 𝜇S, micro Siemens. 
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unction, the precuneus, supramarginal gyrus and the right visual asso-
iation area, areas deactivated during threat learning, were identified
s negative mediators. 

.2. Threat reversal 

We next confirmed that participants’ ratings of subjective anxious
rousal and valence and SCR reversed to reflect the change in task
ontingencies during threat reversal. Participants’ subjective ratings re-
ected a decrease in anxious arousal (t 25 = − 5.93, p < 0.001, Co-
en’s d = 1.3, paired samples t -test), an increase in positive valence
t 25 = 8.14, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.9, paired samples t -test) and sig-
ificantly decreased SCR to the new CS- compared to when it was a
S + (t 24 = − 3.62, p = 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.7, paired samples t -test),
s shown previously ( Savage et al., 2020a ). We then investigated which
rain regions mediated this relationship: that is, which regions medi-
ted the reduction in subjective anxious arousal and SCR amplitude,
nd increase in positive valence ratings. 
s  

5 
.2.1. Task-evoked modulation of brain activity (Path a; X-M; see 

able 2 ) 

Adding to previous work ( Savage et al., 2020a ; Schiller et al.,
008 ), threat reversal mapped onto significant activation of the dor-
al vmPFC (BA10), lateral OFC ( ∼BA8/9), the posterior cingulate cor-
ex extending to the medial precuneus, angular gyrus, ventral striatum
nd hippocampal-dentate, the cerebellum (seventh and eight lobes), the
rimary visual cortex and visual association areas. Conversely, activity
ithin the mid-cingulate cortex, pre-SMA, bilateral AIC, subcortical sub-

egions within the precuneus, caudate, putamen and thalamus, as well
he cerebellum (sixth lobe) was greater to the former threat. Results
rom path a are illustrated for the anxious arousal model (see Fig. 3 a). 

.2.2. Brain mediators of task-evoked subjective changes and SCR 

Path a ∗ b; X-M-Y) 

Anxious arousal: The decrease in anxious arousal ratings during
hreat reversal was positively mediated by many of the regions activated
uring threat reversal. This included two areas within the vmPFC (a dor-
al cluster ( ∼BA10), and a cluster on the genu of the dACC ( ∼BA25)), the
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Table 2 

Threat reversal and neural mediators of subjective and autonomic responses. 

A note on interpretation: Interpreting the mediation effects, 
depends on which of the 4 relationship types we observe: 
(i) positive to new safety, positive to outcome measure, 
(ii) negative to new safety, negative to outcome measure, 
(iii) positive to new safety, negative to outcome measure, 
(iv) negative to new safety, positive to outcome measure. 
Relationship (i) is the common positive mediator effect. 
Relationship (ii) represents a negative mediator, whereby greater 
deactivation to the new safety cue mediates lower anxious arousal 
ratings, smaller SCR amplitude, or more positive valence ratings. 
Relationships (iii) and (iv) can be called suppressor effects 
( MacKinnon et al., 2000 ). In relationship (iv), for example, 
greater deactivation to new safety, higher anxious arousal ratings, 
greater SCR amplitude, or increases ratings of negative valence. 

Task modulation of brain activity (Path a, X-M) 

Positive (new CS- > CS + ) 
• dorsal vmPFC (BA10) 
• lateral OFC ( ∼BA8/9) 
• posterior cingulate cortex 
• medial precuneus 
• angular gyrus 
• ventral striatum 

• hippocampal-den 
• tate cerebellum (seventh and eight lobes) 
• primary visual cortex visual association areas 

Negative (CS + > new CS-) 
• mid-cingulate cortex 
• pre-SMA 
• bilateral AIC 
• superior lateral precuneus 
• anterior and posterior caudate 
• anterior putamen 
• mediodorsal, lateral posterior and intralaminar 
thalamus 
• cerebellum (sixth lobe) 

Brain mediators of subjective responses and SCR during threat learning (Path a ∗ b; X-M-Y) 

Task positive Task negative 
Outcome variables 

Positive Mediators (i) Negative Mediators (iii) Positive Mediators (iv) Negative Mediators (ii) 
Anxious arousal new CS–

Mean rating ± SD: 
1.50 ± 0.7 
Range: 1–3 
CS + 
Mean rating ± SD: 
2.81 ± 1.2 
Range: 1–5 

t 25 = − 5.93 p < 
0.001 Cohen’s 
d = 1.3 

dorsal vmPFC ( ∼BA10); a 
sub-region of the vmPFC 
on the genu of the dACC; 
supramarginal gyrus; 
medial temporal lobe; 
temporal pole; fusiform 

gyrus; right nucleus 
accumbens; ventral 
striatum; cerebellum 

(seventh and eighth lobes); 
primary visual cortex; 
visual association areas. 

superior dmPFC ( ∼BA6). mid cingulate cortex; 
pre-SMA; anterior and 
posterior caudate; 
posterior putamen; 
mediodorsal, 
intralaminar and 
pulvinar thalamus; red 
nucleus; rostral and 
caudal pontine regions; 
cerebellum (sixth lobe). 

Valence new CS–
Mean rating ± SD: 
3.5 ± 1.0 
Range: 1–5 
CS + 
Mean rating ± SD: 
1.65 ± 0.9 
Range: 1–5 

t 25 = 8.14 p < 0.001 
Cohen’s d = 1.9 

dorsal vmPFC ( ∼BA10); 
lateral PFC ( ∼BA8); 
superior medial PFC 
( ∼BA6); angular gyrus; left 
temporoparietal junction; 
right fusiform gyrus; 
cerebellum (seventh and 
eighth lobes). 

inferior parietal lobule; 
primary visual cortex; 
visual association areas. 

mid- and posterior 
cingulate cortex; AIC; 
right anterior caudate; 
mediodorsal extending to 
anterior ventral 
thalamus; cerebellum 

(sixth lobe). 

SCR new CS- 
Mean response ± SD: 
0.08 𝜇S ± 0.06 
Range: 0.02–0.21 𝜇S 

CS + 
Mean response ± SD: 
0.14 𝜇S ± 0.1 
Range: 0.02–0.48 𝜇S 

t 24 = − 3.62 
p = 0.001 Cohen’s 
d = 0.7 

a lateral region of the 
vmPFC ( ∼BA10); ventral 
vmPFC ( ∼BA11); the 
pregenual ACC ( ∼BA25); 
dmPFC ( ∼BA8); fusiform 

gyrus; hippocampus (CA1); 
cerebellum (dentate 
nucleus). 

mid cingulate cortex; 
SMA; AIC; intralaminar 
thalamus; anterior 
pallidum; cerebellum 

(sixth lobe). 

AIC, anterior insular cortex; BA, Brodmann’s area; CA, cornu ammonis; CS + , conditioned threat cue; CS-, conditioned safety cue; d, Cohen’s d for paired t -test; 
dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PAG, periaqueductal grey; PFC, prefrontal cortex; pre-SMA, pre-Supplementary Motor Area; SCR, 
skin conductance response; SMA, Supplementary Motor Area; S.D, standard deviation; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; 𝜇S, micro Siemens. 
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upramarginal gyrus, medial temporal lobe and temporal pole, fusiform
yrus, right nucleus accumbens, ventral striatum, cerebellum, primary
isual cortex and visual association areas. Positive mediation effects
ere also observed within the mid cingulate cortex/preSMA, subcorti-

al subregions within the caudate, putamen, and thalamus, areas of the
rainstem (red nucleus, pontine subregions), and the cerebellum (sixth
obe); regions deactivated during threat reversal. Conversely, two small
lusters in the superior dmPFC ( ∼BA6), activated during threat reversal,
howed a negative mediation effect (see Fig. 3 b). 

Valence: The increase in positive valence ratings during threat re-
ersal was most strongly positively mediated by a cluster within the
orsal vmPFC ( ∼BA10) and another in the posterior cingulate extend-
ng into the precuneus. Additional positive mediators were observed in
he lateral PFC ( ∼BA8), superior medial PFC ( ∼BA6), angular gyrus, the
eft temporoparietal junction and the right fusiform gyrus. Regions that
ere deactivated during threat reversal that showed positive mediation

ffects, included the mid cingulate cortex, the bilateral AIC, the right
nterior caudate, the mediodorsal extending to anterior ventral thala-
us, and the cerebellum. Negative effects were found within the infe-

ior parietal lobule, primary visual cortex and visual association areas
see Fig. 3 c). 
6 
SCR: Decreased SCR during threat reversal was most strongly pos-
tively mediated by a three vmPFC subregions (a lateral region of the
mPFC ( ∼BA10), a ventral vmPFC ( ∼BA11) region, and the pregen-
al ACC ( ∼BA25). Other regions activated during threat reversal that
howed positive mediation effects, included a region of the dmPFC
 ∼BA8), the fusiform gyrus, intralaminar thalamus and hippocampus,
rimary visual cortex and visual association areas. The mid cingulate
ortex, SMA, AIC, and subregions of the pallidum and cerebellum, which
ere deactivated during threat reversal, also showed positive mediation

ffects. No negative mediation effects met our corrected threshold (see
ig. 3 d). 

Supplementary materials and online data: As they are not central to
he aims or hypotheses of this study, the results for Path b effects
i.e. brain activity predicting non-specific changes in subjective rat-
ngs and SCR; M-Y) can be found in the supplementary materials. The
ata required to run this analysis have been uploaded to figshare,
nd are freely accessible here: http://doi.org/10.26188/14540004 . The
3 Mediation toolbox used to run these analyses can be accessed

ere: https://github.com/canlab/MediationToolbox . The complete out-
ut from the mediation toolbox, including detailed results tables (with
ndividual cluster coordinates, volume and effect size) at both FDR

http://doi.org/10.26188/14540004
https://github.com/canlab/MediationToolbox
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Fig. 2. Threat learning and neural mediators of subjective and autonomic re- 
sponses. (a) Representative task modulation of brain activity ( Path a ) during 
threat learning (CS + > CS-), taken from the anxious arousal mediation model. 
Threat learning mediation effects ( Path a ∗ b ) for subjective ratings of (b) anxious 
arousal and (c) valence, and (d) skin conductance responses (SCR). Positive (yel- 
low/red) and negative (blue) effects are scaled by effect size and presented at 
an FDR corrected threshold ( q < 0.05, cluster extent = 5). (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.). 
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Fig. 3. Threat reversal and neural mediators of subjective and autonomic re- 
sponses. (a) Representative task modulation of brain activity (Path a) during 
threat reversal (new CS- > CS + ), taken from the anxious arousal mediation 
model. Threat reversal mediation effects (Path a ∗ b) for subjective ratings of 
(b) anxious arousal and (c) valence, and (d) skin conductance responses (SCR). 
Positive (yellow/red) and negative (blue) effects are scaled by effect size and 
presented at an FDR corrected threshold ( q < 0.05, cluster extent = 5). (For in- 
terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.). 
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 < 0.05 and uncorrected p < 0.01 thresholds, as well as comprehen-
ive figures of each mediation model’s paths are also available online
 http://doi.org/10.26188/14540004 ). 

. Discussion 

Using ultra-high field functional magnetic resonance imaging (UHF
MRI) and multi-level mediation analyses, we identified both common
nd distinct neural mediators of autonomic (SCR) and subjective re-
ponses during threat learning and threat reversal. While our general
ypotheses regarding the nature of common and distinct mediators were
upported, our results also emphasise the relationship between the func-
ion of this circuitry and subjective affect, particularly threat-evoked
nxious arousal. 
7 
.1. The extended neural circuitry of human threat learning mapped with 

HF fMRI 

Replicating and extending past studies of threat-safety learning tasks,
ncluding threat- and safety-reversal learning ( Fullana et al., 2016 ;
avage et al., 2020a ), we have provided one of the most anatomi-
ally comprehensive mappings of human threat learning neural cir-
uitry. We detail a rich profile of subcortical and brainstem activation
hat features the central amygdala, and structurally connected output
egions including the striatum, PAG and medulla ( Fanselow, 1991 ).
hile widely implicated in the expression of threat behaviours in ani-
al studies ( Bittencourt et al., 2005 ; Fanselow, 1991 ; Kalin et al., 2004 ;
eifer Jr et al., 2015 ), these regions have correspondingly been incon-
istently implicated, and minimally studied during threat responding in

http://doi.org/10.26188/14540004
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umans ( Fullana et al., 2016 ; Hermans et al., 2013 ; Mobbs et al., 2007 ;
atpute et al., 2013 ; Wang et al., 2020 ). By comparison, regions that
ecreased activity during threat learning remained primarily cortical in
ature, including the vmPFC, and other regions that are broadly con-
idered to encompass the ‘default mode network’ (DMN; Harrison et al.,
017 ; Tashjian et al., 2021 ). 

.2. Neural mediators of subjective experience within the extended threat 

earning circuitry 

The strongest positive neural mediators of heightened subjective
nxious arousal (Path a ∗ b ) broadly encapsulated regions that were both
ctivated and deactivated during threat learning ( Path a ); in particu-
ar, activation within the cingulo-frontal cortex and AIC, and deactiva-
ion of the vmPFC. This result extends previous studies linking activ-
ty within the cingulo-frontal cortex and AIC to ratings of subjective
rousal ( Alvarez et al., 2015 ; Harrison et al., 2015 ; Phan et al., 2003 ;
avage et al., 2020a , 2020 b ). Our results within the cingulo-frontal cor-
ex and AIC are interesting to consider with regards to prominent models
f interoception and brain function, which emphasize their role in ap-
raising prediction error signals, potentially generated by positive me-
iators within the caudate, putamen, and cerebellum ( den Ouden et al.,
012 ; Ernst et al., 2019 ; Schiller et al., 2008 ), for the genesis of subjec-
ive affect ( Barrett and Simmons, 2015 ; Paulus and Stein, 2006 ). The
trong positive mediation effect observed within the vmPFC indicates
articipants who had less suppression in this region experienced height-
ned anxious arousal. Consistent with this, studies that included indi-
iduals with threat-related disorders reported correlations between mal-
daptive hyperactivation of the vmPFC and increased subjective arousal
 Apergis-Schoute et al., 2017 ; Cha et al., 2014 ; Jovanovic et al., 2012 ;
ia et al., 2018 ). Compared to subjective anxious arousal, subjective
atings of negative valence were most strongly mediated by regions that
id not overlap with Path a effects, instead showing prominent effects
n posterior cortical regions. This result suggests that the extended cir-
uitry of threat learning, and the subjective experience it manifests, is
est captured by participants ratings of anxious arousal. 

.3. Neural mediators of SCR during threat learning are overlapping but 

iscrete 

Compared to the more general threat-safety circuitry that mediated
ubjective arousal, the significant neural mediators of SCR were located
n a discrete subset of cortical and subcortical regions. While the cen-
ral amygdala did emerge in Path a effects, and previous studies of
hreat learning have found amygdala activity to correlate with evoked
CR ( Knight et al., 2005 ; Labar et al., 1998 ; MacNamara et al., 2015 ;
helps et al., 2001 ), the amygdala did not emerge as a significant me-
iator of SCR during threat learning ( Path a ∗ b ); we do, however, ac-
nowledge that our stringent FDR correction may have increased the
isk of Type 2 errors. The positive mediators we identified are, however,
onsistent with prior studies investigating the neural correlates of SCR
uring tasks and at rest ( Critchley et al., 2000 ; Patterson II et al., 2002 ;
hang et al., 2012 ). Within the vmPFC, two distinct clusters emerged as
eural mediators of increased SCR during threat learning; a positive me-
iator located posteriorly and a negative mediator in the subgenual ACC
see Fig. 2 ). Previous studies have suggested the vmPFC inhibits threat-
esponsive regions, as the subgenual negative mediator would suggest
 Phelps et al., 2004 ). The positive mediator we identified, however, adds
o recent work that indicates the ventral region of the vmPFC (and the
ateral OFC) facilitates and regulates threat-related SCR ( Battaglia et al.,
020 ; Taschereau-Dumouchel et al., 2019 ). Future studies should probe
he dissociation of these functional sub-regions further, and investigate
heir role within the context of other mediators of autonomic respond-
ng. 
8 
.4. Threat reversal requires engagement of default mode regions and 

uppression of brain regions that generate subjective anxious arousal 

Many of the regions activated during threat reversal (new CS- > CS + )
roadly map to the DMN, and showed equally strong positive media-
ion effects across both subjective domains. The strongest effects were
bserved within the dorsal vmPFC (BA10) together with posterior mid-
ine regions, replicating past work ( Savage et al., 2020a ; Schiller et al.,
008 ). Activity was also implicated in additional cortical and subcorti-
al regions that had not previously been implicated in this flexible pro-
ess. Activation in DMN regions likely reflects successful safety learning
 Harrison et al., 2017 ), and the refinement of affective predictions that
re known facilitate the learning and embedding of contextual safety
ues ( Barrett and Bar, 2009 ; Marstaller et al., 2017 ). Relatedly, Path b

ffects demonstrated stronger and more extensive involvement of DMN
egions in generating positive valence, compared to anxious arousal,
uggesting subjective revaluation during threat reversal may be domi-
ated by valence-based processing. 

Positive mediation effects within the cingulo-frontal cortex and AIC,
egions previously activated during threat learning and now deacti-
ated during threat reversal, were common to both subjective domains
though slightly stronger for valence). This suggests sustained or greater
ctivation within these regions during threat reversal may facilitate
ppropriate and successful subjective revaluation; people who showed
reater deactivation within cingulo-frontal regions during threat rever-
al showed less flexible and more conserved threat responding. This is
onsistent with the aforementioned idea that positive mediators in the
halamus, caudate and the cerebellum may generate prediction error
ignals to the ‘new CS-’ (that used to signal threat), that are appraised
y the cingulo-frontal cortex to construct subjective affect. 

During threat reversal a sub-genual vmPFC cluster emerged as a pos-
tive mediator of SCR; greater activity in this region during the safety
ondition caused a smaller SCR. This is consistent with the region’s neg-
tive mediation effect observed during threat learning and lends further
vidence to the inhibitory hypothesis. The ventral vmPFC ( ∼BA11) that
as a positive mediator during threat learning, appeared as a positive
ediator of SCR during threat reversal; less activity, or hypoactivation,

n this region during threat reversal resulted in a greater SCR during
hreat reversal , supporting the involvement of this sub-region in the gen-
ration of SCR ( Battaglia et al., 2020 ). 

.5. Limitations and future directions 

Our task asked participants ‘how anxious the [blue/yellow] sphere
ade them feel’. The use of the term ‘anxious’, which would most com-
only be perceived as a negative experience, and as opposed to more
eutral terms such as ‘alert’ or ‘aroused’, may to a certain extent, have
onflated arousal and negative valence. The structure of affect, and
hether arousal and valence are truly independent constructs that can
e reproducibly parcellated by lay participants, remains a topic of de-
ate ( Terracciano et al., 2003 ). Nevertheless, our results suggest that
e were able to capture unique variance, as indicated by a number
f distinct neural mediators across these subjective domains. When de-
igning future experiments, researchers should take care to ensure that
ubjective prompts use neutral language so as not to conflate affective
omains. 

Our results suggest there may be distinct mediation effects for each
omain, however this should not be taken to imply that they are entirely
eparable. Future studies should more directly compare threat learning
nd reversal mediation effects both within and between response do-
ains. Our study took advantage of modelling individual trials to facil-

tate a sensitive characterisation of the neural drivers of SCR, however
ur subjective reports were made at a single time point at the conclusion
f each phase. This meant it was not possible to construct integrated me-
iation models, where one domain was adjusted for the other in order
o control for or explore shared variance or potentially different habitu-
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tion rates. Future work integrating trial-by-trial subjective ratings (e.g.
xpectancy ratings) may overcome this limitation, though recording
ubjective ratings more frequently has recently been shown to influence
articipant’s learning and alter autonomic responses ( Lonsdorf et al.,
017 ; Ryan et al., 2021 ). In addition, while the additional statistical
ower afforded by UHF imaging aids in reducing the sample size nec-
ssary for robust mediation analysis, future studies should address this
irectly and employ sensitivity analyses ( VanderWeele, 2016 ) to clarify
he degree of confounding by unmeasured variables. 

While threat learning studies most commonly record SCR, other
utonomic measures, such as cardiac responses, are also informative
 Lonsdorf et al., 2017 ). As recent work supports a distinction be-
ween these autonomic domains, such as between heart rate and SCR
 Eisenbarth et al., 2016 ), future studies might compare the neural me-
iators of other autonomic domains to subjective reports. The rela-
ionship between autonomic responding and subjective experience is
ikely altered by individual differences in interoceptive abilities, such
s a participants’ metacognitive awareness of their interoceptive sig-
als ( Garfinkel et al., 2015 ). Future studies should aim to determine
hether different afferent autonomic signals modulate interoceptive do-
ains and subjective affect uniquely. 

. Conclusion 

Taken together, this study provides three key insights that ad-
ance our understanding of the neural mechanisms that underlie our
ultifaceted response to threat. First, our findings suggest that the

rain systems frequently reported as being engaged in threat learning
 Fullana et al., 2016 ), including the dACC, AIC, vmPFC and subcorti-
al regions, mostly capture the subjective anxious arousal experienced
uring the threat learning process. While secondly, highlighting the
ikely influence of different underlying mechanisms, autonomic media-
ors (SCR) appear to be a subset of regions embedded within this broader
ircuitry that includes distinct facilitatory and regulatory contributions
f vmPFC sub-regions. Thirdly, and by comparison, threat reversal ap-
ears to rely on active engagement of default-mode and valence-related
egions (including the vmPFC, dorsomedial and posterior midline PFC
egions) to appropriately update and revaluate previously conditioned
timuli. These findings may help to inform potential domain-specific al-
erations that may characterise the pathophysiology of common threat-
elated disorders, including anxiety disorders. 
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